1. Introduction. The nonabelian tensor square G G of a group G is generated by the symbols g h, gY h P G, subject to the relations . The nonabelian tensor square is a special case of the nonabelian tensor product which has its origins in homotopy theory. It was introduced by R. Brown and J.-L. Loday in [4] and [5] , extending ideas of J.H.C. Whitehead in [10] . The topic of this paper is the classi®cation of 2-generator 2-groups of class two up to isomorphism and the determination of nonabelian tensor squares for these groups.
In [3] , R. Brown, D.L. Johnson, and E.F. Robertson start the investigation of nonabelian tensor squares as group theoretical objects. One of their main goals is the explicit computation of nonabelian tensor squares. Since then many other papers have appeared on the computation of nonabelian tensor squares. For a complete overview of nonabelian tensor squares which have been determined we refer to [8] . In our context, D.L. Johnson's result on the nonabelian tensor square of a ®nite split metacyclic group is of interest. Theorem 1.1. [7] Let G be a split metacyclic group given by G hxY y j y n x m 1Y xyx À1 y l Y l m 1 mod niX Then G G is the abelian group with generators y yY x xY x yy xY x y and relations y y n y y 2lÀ1 x x m x y n 1 Y À x yy x Á n À x yy x Á lÀ1 À x yy x Á 1lXXXl To determine the nonabelian tensor squares of 2-generator 2-groups of class two we need ®rst a classi®cation of these groups. Trebenko in [9] attempts to classify all 2-generator groups of class two. Our exposition follows along the lines of [9] and at the same time corrects some of the errors of that paper. In [2] , also based on [9] , 2-generator p-groups of class two, p an odd prime, were classi®ed and their tensor squares determined. As expected, the case p 2 is more complex since the groups in question are not regular and not necessarily split extensions. As a consequence we need to consider additional subcases when computing the nonabelian tensor squares of these groups.
In [2, Proposition 3.1] it was shown that the tensor square for a group of class two is abelian. As in [2] , this fact helps us in using the concept of crossed pairing in our computations. We de®ne it here in the case relevant for nonabelian tensor squares. For the general case of a nonabelian tensor product we refer to [3] .
Crossed pairings allow us to determine homomorphic images of G G as follows.
If G is a ®nite nilpotent group, then it follows from [3, Proposition 11] that G G is the direct product of the tensor squares of the Sylow subgroups of G. Thus the nonabelian tensor square of a ®nite 2-generator group of nilpotency class two is just the direct product of the nonabelian tensor squares of p-groups determined here and in [2] , and some abelian tensors in case of abelian Sylow components.
In conclusion, we should mention here a paper by Hartl [6] . Extending ideas from [1] , he develops a method to compute nonabelian tensor squares for groups of nilpotency class two and calculates some of them for 2-generator 2-groups using this method.
2. The classi®cation. In this section we classify all 2-generator 2-groups of nilpotency class two. First we state the familiar expansion formulae for groups of class two.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group of nilpotency class two. Then for xY yY z P G and n P Z xY yz xY yxY z nd xyY z xY zyY zY 2X1X1
x n Y y xY y n xY y n nd xy n x n y n yY x n 2
X 2X1X2
In the next two lemmas we state several elementary properties of 2-generator groups of nilpotency class two which are immediate corollaries of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let G haY bi be a group of nilpotency class two. Then
H is ®nite of order m, then hai ZG ha m i and hbi ZG hb m i.
Lemma 2.3. Let G haY bi be a p-group of nilpotency class two.
Due to the following lemma, the cases p odd and p 2 have to be handled differently in the classi®cation.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a nonabelian 2-generator p-group of nilpotency class two. Furthermore, let b P G be of minimal order but not in Èq, the Frattini subgroup of G, and let a be an element of minimal order such that haY bi G. If hai hbi T h1i, then p 2. [2] . We add the condition b 3 in (2.5.2) so the dihedral group of order 8 is not included in both (2.5.1) and (2.5.2). Finally, we note that the condition ! in (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) of [2] should be deleted. It appears there in error.
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a ®nite nonabelian 2-generator 2-group of nilpotency class two. Then G is isomorphic to exactly one group of the following four types:
The groups in the above list are pairwise nonisomorphic and have nilpotency class two precisely.
Proof. Let G be a ®nite 2-generator 2-group of nilpotency class two. Let
Then there are two cases:
Case I. There exist y P G, x P T such that G hxY yi and hxi hyi 1. Among all x P T for which there is such a y with hxi hyi h1i, choose x b 1 such that y a 1 is of minimal order.
Case II. For all x P T and all y P G with hxY yi G, hxi hyi T 1. Among all x P T choose x b 1 such that y a 1 has minimal order.
From now on let G ha 1 Y b 1 i, where a 1 and b 1 are as speci®ed above in Case I and II, and let ja 1 j 2 , jb 1 j 2 and jG H j 2 . Now we look at both cases separately. We ®rst turn to Case I and consider the following ®ve subcases: . Thus ! . This together with
Then it is easy to see that G haY bi Â hai ÂE E E hbi, and G is of type (2.5.1).
Next consider (2.5.6). 
, and hence hai hbi T h1i, a contradiction to the choice of a and b. If already a À2 kÀ'l 1 mod G H , we arrive at the same contradiction. Thus we conclude that hci hbi h1i. It can be shown that G is of type (2.5.3).
The cases (2.5.8) and (2.5.9) are similar to (2.5.6) and (2.
By the choice of b 1 and jb 0 j ! jb 1 j b 2 l , we obtain b 
4).
It is easy to verify that all groups in the above list have nilpotency class two. It is straightforward but lengthy to show that they are all pairwise nonisomorphic. & 3. The tensor square of groups of class 2. In this section we include some general results about nonabelian tensor squares, from here on referred to as tensor squares, as well as a few results speci®c to groups of nilpotency class two. We also include a number theoretic lemma. These results will be used in the next section.
Proposition 3.1. Let GY HY KY L be groups with % X H 3 G an epimorphism, 9 X K 3 L a homomorphism, and G X H Â H 3 K a crossed pairing. If Gker %Y H and GHY ker % are contained in ker 9, then there exists a crossed pairing D X G Â G 3 L for which the following diagram commutes:
Since % is an epimorphism we have i X G 3 Ha ker % is an isomorphism. We de®ne a mapping 
Now suppose h 1 Y h 2 P H so that h 1 ker % h 2 ker %. Then, since Gker %Y H ker 9 and h 2 h 
The following 3 lemmas summarize results about tensor squares of nilpotent groups of class two. They, together with their proofs, can be found in [2] .
Lemma 3.2. [2]
Let G be a group of nilpotency class two; then for any xY y P G and mY n P Z, 
In case of the Heisenberg group r, the free group of class two and rank two, the above expansion leads to a crossed pairing. 
is a crossed pairing.
Finally, we will need the following number theoretic lemma in the next section.
For n P N denote by n 2 the highest power of 2 dividing n. Then
The veri®cation of (3.5.1) and (3.5.2) is straightforward and will be omitted here.
Computation of the tensor squares.
In this section we determine the tensor squares of the groups classi®ed in Section 2. According to Theorem 2.5, we have to deal with four dierent cases. We start with groups of type (2.5.2). Such groups are split cyclic extensions, and thus we can use Theorem 1.1 to compute the tensor square.
Proof. Let G be a group of type (2.5.2). Obviously, G is a metacylic split extension generated by aY b, subject to the de®ning relations a , n 2 and l 2 À 2 À 1. Therefore G G is the abelian group generated by a a, b b, b aa b, and b a with relations as given in Theorem 1.1; in particular hb ai ha ai ha a k iY where k 1 4 l À 1 2 mm À 1. We will show that a a k 1 under our assumption that b 3. By Theorem 1.1 we have a a 2lÀ1 1 . To prove our claim it suces to show that l À 1m 0 mod 2 3 . We observe l À 1m 2 À . By (2. By Theorem 1.1 we have now G G ha ai Â hb biÂ hb aa bi Â hb aiX
All that remains to be done is to calculate the orders of the factors explicitly. The orders of the ®rst and the second factors are nY 2l À 1 2 À1 and 2 , respectively. The order of the third factor is nY l À 1Y 1 l XXX l mÀ1 , while the order of the fourth factor is nY 1 l XXX l mÀ1 . First suppose 2 and 1. Then by (3.5.2) we obtain nY l À 1Y 1 l XXX l mÀ1 2 2 Y 2Y 2 1 2 and 5.3) . Then G G is generated by a a, b b, a b, a bb a, a a 
, and ja bb aj 2 minfÀ'Yg .
Furthermore,
Our ®rst claim that G G is generated by the elements in question is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3. Next we turn to the estimate for the orders of these generators. If we set z aY b, then c za 
However by [2, Lemma 3.3] ,
This together with (4.3.1) gives the desired estimate for this case. Similarly, expanding c
providing the desired estimate for the order of a b
We turn now to a bb a. Expansion of b c 2 ' using Lemma 3.2 leads to
By multiplying (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), we obtain a bb a À1 1 , where 2 À1 1 is odd since ! 2. This is the required second bound for and ! 2.
Finally, we turn to the estimate for the order of a a. À xY y, and aY bY c P G as in the theorem. It follows % is an epimorphism with h P ker % if and only if m 1 0 mod 2 , m 2 0 mod 2 , and l 0 mod 2 ' . Next, let
